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1: Haunted Inglewood - Review of Calgary Ghost Tours, Calgary, Alberta - TripAdvisor
A follow-up to Barbara Smith's immensely popular earlier books about Alberta's ghosts, this volume features more
tantalizing tales of paranormal events, from splashing specters at a city swimming pool to haunted homesteads in
central Alberta. Over 80 spooky stories of haunted homes, theaters.

They are not scary but they are weird. They are not connected except that I was there at the time for both of
them. It is a largish three story building of s vintage or so. The school board closed the school due to declining
enrollment, and sold the property to the City of London, last summer. It now languishes in limbo until a final
deci Traumatic Out Of Body Experience by jasmine08 This is a story of mine about an out of body experience
that my grandfather had while I was sleeping over. It was a hot night in a small rural town outside of Montreal
Qc, and I was walking home from hanging out with some friends who lived across town from me. Originally
my curfew was supposed to be 12am but I stretched it ou Hearing Ghosts In Old Farmhouses by Sybill In the
s, my urban middle class French Canadian parents decided to buy an old farmhouse in a remote rural area of
Quebec, about an hour from Victoriaville, where I was born. We lived there until I was 6 years old, until my
parents split up and we moved to Montreal. And also, I apologize for the very long A Voice From Beyond?
My parents and two younger sisters were living in Saudi Arabia where my father was stationed as part of a
phone system upgrade project for the Kingdom. The school for expatriates Americans, British, Canadians and
others from all over the world only went up There was a pause as I was confused to why he was there and who
he was but after starin Inbetweeners Torment My Boyfriend by Samanthababyxo I have recently found out
that spirits called Inbetweeners spirits who are trapped between worlds have been attached to my boyfriend
since he was about 5 years old. According to the lady who told us, they are a huge reason as to why my
boyfriend is suffering so much throughout his life and are cau Like me, my younger sister has previously
worked in a Nursing Home where she lives in Canada, I was in the U. One day we got chatting about ghosts
and the paranormal and she said she had an awful experience once, it was about a man i The second I saw the
house I fell in love; it had so much character, with its high ceilings and dark solid wood doors and paneling
throughout. From the moment we moved in, I would get th Both homes that I spent the majority of my life in
had a good amount of activity. However, it was the house my cousin grew up in in Hamilton, Ontario that had
the most consistent and ongoing activity. To begin with, my aunt and I want to share my story regarding my
childhood house. I suppose first I must explain that I grew up in a house built by my grandparents and father
beside a mountain in The factory was built in around , I believe. There were strange swirling globes of light,
odd sounds, smells of cooking, and even an ethereal figure of a woman, from the waist up only, that faded
away after turning and looking at Ghost In My Bed by colettestenhouse This has happened two nights now.
The first night I awoke to the feeling of something holding down my arms and legs, not being able to move. It
finally let go. I felt like there was something still there. I then started to feel the hands walk slowly up my legs
and hold them down aga It was beautifully hot, and humid. You can jog around the It was about or when the
event happened. It was located in a neighbourhood that was built in and has been known to be the first project
in North America. Anyway we lived on the 13th floor yes there was a 13th floor and everything In this story I
will combine all the things that happened until we The funny thing is I now live in this building again with my
fiance and my mom lives a couple floors down as well. My great-grandma lived two buildings ov I fell in love
with the house at first sight; it felt like it was meant to be ours. But something really surprising happened here
about a week ago. Some might consider the following as merely a coincidence but I find the odds of that being
so, astonishingly small. While not strictly "ghostly" I believe that it was orchestrated by those not in the
physical realm. This happened a couple years ago not exactly sure but it was the middle of the night, when
everyone in the house was asleep just to Homemade Ouija Board by brooke So on August 18, , me and my
friends were texting back and forth about random things, like we always did everyday. Then somehow in our
conversation the topic of ghosts and demons came up. One thing in particular regarding ghosts and demons So
we started joking around and sharing The place was new. Since I moved in with my 2 kids, I never had any
problems. Until one day I decided to buy a Ouija board. I tried several times to use it but it never worked. So I
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decided to keep it in the closet. Backseat Driver by TwitchyMind Hey guys! This is my first entry. I have so
many stories to share and they collect more and more every day. Indonesian Black Magic by 1emotecinebu I
was reading another story here about black magic, which reminds me of an incident occurred almost 20 years
ago. My family immigrated to Canada when I was 9. Years later, I was living with my mom, brother,
grandma, cou Come Here, Ruby 2 by GSDLady This story is a continuation of my submission entitled "Come
Here, Ruby" regarding my experience hearing a disembodied female voice in the upstairs hallway calling my
dog, Ruby, in the middle of the night. Ruby heard it too and reacted by quickly raising her head and wagging
her tail after being rou I guess it all started at the age of 5ish with me chasing an invisible entity out of my
house. In a moment, I jumped out of bed and took off toward the sounds I heard. I saw the front door open by
itself and slam One particularly unnerving experience that stands out from among the rest involves myself as a
latch-key kid. Moments after arriving home from grade school each afternoon I would make a wild dash to the
upstairs k It is simply a hand-me-down kind of horror experience of many others that I got to experience at
one point of I grew up in that house since I was 9 years old and while it is not the main story, I did have one
odd, repeated occurrence, that happened to me. First off let me say - supernatural experiences are not by any
means uncommon in my family. Some of us welcome it, some of us ignore it, some of us think such
sensitivity little more than a curse. My childhood story so closely resembles a recent posting, called "The
Tree" that some may doubt that mine is an original story. I assure you that it is. Others may not think of it is as
So here it is. My previous stories have been personal accounts; this tale however, consists of two events
recounted by family members. Fort George was b So while I was laying there I could feel a big weight on my
chest I lived in a semi-detached house with my father, mother, little sister and baby brother. We moved to that
house 17 years ago, and everything was going great. I was as happy as I could have been, finally in a house
with a backyard to play in, grass tic Her clothes seemed a little dated, but not. It was all quite confusing and
caught me totally off guard. She appeared to me to be around years old, maybe a little more. In , my wife and I
were at the now discontinued One Minute Film Festival in Toronto, Ontario, where we had a couple of video
entries up for public a I was 11 or 12 at the time. I remember being very happy and excited because it was our
annual year end girl guide camp. The year end camp is when all the girl guide units in the city come together
for a big weekend camp. At night we sleep with our unit but during the day w This submission is not the same
level of encounter by far and some may even discount it completely. I will let you decide on that. This took
place in Lo I wrote this shortly after it occurred so that I would not forget details of it later. I added the last
paragraph today to comp Our daughter turned 2 at start of the year. This story takes place last summer when
my family and I were vacationing at a beach house in Manitoba, about an hour away from where we live.
Grandma rented this beach house for us and, truly, we had a gre I was working nights with my mom.
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2: Even More Ghost Stories of Alberta by Barbara Smith
This definetly wasn't as good as more ghost stories of Alberta, but it was definetly good with alot of interesting ghost
stories. I really like how they continued writting about the Firkins House in this book.

And I mean nobody! Now , my pal Albert was the agent in charge of selling that haunted house and he tried
everything in his power to close a deal. But folks were too plumb scared to make an offer, even at rock-bottom
prices. Finally, Albert lit on the notion of selling the house sight unseen to a rich city slicker from the States.
Worked like a charm, too, until the day the city slicker decided he wanted to visit the property after all. It was
a dark and rainy night, but early enough in the evening that the ghost might still be resting. At least, Albert
hoped this was the case. Albert unlocked the front door, and it opened with an ominous creak. Albert
swallowed nervously, but the city slicker just chuckled and said something about atmosphere. The two men
entered a tall foyer absolutely festooned with dusty cobwebs. Immediately, the whole house rang with a
sinister, unearthly chuckle. He backed up until he hit the front door and stood there with his hand on the knob.
A bright light exploded into being at the top of the steps and quickly resolved into a sinister green head with
flaming eyes, writhing hair, and fangs instead of teeth. The head opened its mouth and screamed; a terrible,
high-pitched sound that scraped across the nerves. The city slicker was running along beside him. Albert and
the city slicker looked over and saw the green head with flaming red eyes keeping pace with them as they
raced down the street. The city slicker gave a screech that would have shamed a banshee and disappeared into
the distance so fast there was no keeping up with him. The real estate agent shrieked even louder than the city
slicker and ran away so fast that his shoes made sparks against the pavement. The next day, Albert quit his job
and moved to Vancouver, where he spent the rest of his life working on a fishing boat. And the haunted house
fell into ruin and was eventually torn down. You can read more Canadian ghost stories in Spooky Canada by
S.
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3: List of ghost towns in Alberta - Wikipedia
A follow-up to Barbara's other popular books of Alberta's ghost stories, this volume features more tantalizing tales of
paranormal events, from splashing specters at a city swimming pool to haunted homesteads in central Alberta. Over 80
spooky stories of haunted homes, theatres, restaurants and even ghostly animals will baffle and bemuse.

The mountains evoke a similar feeling In fact, people around the world make the trek to Alberta to do a bit of
ghost-hunting themselves. The Banff Springs Hotel, about an hour-and-a-half outside Calgary, is linked to
thousands of apparent ghost sightings and strange happenings. Text of slideshow continues after the gallery
Haunted Alberta: Riley lost her baby, and died herself while giving birth. The old maternity ward is now a
health resource centre, and surgery patients at the facility still claim to see Riley appear in different rooms and
hallways holding her baby. When the investigation was over the room was redone and visitors to the hotel
continued to use the room. Guests would wake up to hollow screams, flickering lights and bloody handprints
on the mirrors. The doorway to the room was eventually sealed over and to this day staff at the hotel will not
talk about the room with guests. Objects move around mysteriously and lights often turn on and off on their
own. She was beaten as punishment. There are rumours of several unusual deaths taking place at the
residence, including a young woman jumping to her death from the second storey and a man being gunned
down on the porch. The first version is of a bride tripping on her wedding gown and falling head-first down a
flight of stairs. The second version is of a bride whose dress caught fire on some nearby candles, causing her
to fall to her death. To this day, people report seeing a woman in a wedding dress walking down the stairs of
the hotel and also seeing a woman wearing a wedding dress that is on fire. In both sightings, the woman often
vanishes into thin air. Taber Hospital - Taber Paranormal activity at the Taber hospital became noticeable once
the facility closed down. People began to call the suspected ghost "Maynard" and many believe Maynard
made the move when they opened the new Taber hospital , and now haunts a different building. Frank Slide Crowsnest Pass In the spring of the face of Turtle Mountain came loose, causing a massive landslide and
covering the town of Frank below. Seventy-six people were reported dead, some bodies never recovered from
the rubble. People often report seeing mist and eerie apparitions when looking at the wreckage from the slide.
Many think ghosts frequent the area because not all of the bodies were recovered and they are still looking for
their loved ones. Stirling Haunted Mansion - Stirling After moving into the Stirling House in , a family was so
creeped out by the strange occurrences they decided not to fight the spirits, but instead join them and turned
the historic home into a haunted house. According to the family, there are at least three ghosts living in the
house - an older lady and gentleman as well as a mischievous teenage girl. Suggest a correction The
Huffington Post Alberta.
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4: Even More Ghost Stories of Alberta - Lone Pine Publishing
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

Legislative Assembly of Alberta There must be more to ghosts than this Fifteen years ago, I wrote my first
ever article about the paranormal. At the time, I was a journalism student in Edmonton and was freelancing for
the now-defunct arts and entertainment magazine the Edmonton Bullet. I ended up interviewing Ron Hlady, a
preservation technician at the historic and haunted downtown McKay Avenue School. The school is now a
museum and archives run by the Edmonton Public School Board. After that, the young provincial government
moved its sessions to cheaper digs until the current domed Legislature was built for it in At its peak, McKay
Avenue School had students in , but that number declined steadily over time, leading to its closure in with
only 53 students enrolled. Hlady told me about how objects mysteriously moved around and strange noises
were heard at the school. In the late s, Hlady and a co-worker were setting up chairs on the top floor of the
building. They both left the room for a few minutes and returned to find the chairs scattered about, although
no one else was in the building at the time. Hlady also recalled how lights had been turned on and off
mysteriously, water taps have been found running when they should have been turned off, and the alarms in
the building have been triggered without reasonable explanation. I recollect Hlady pulling a ouija board off a
shelf in his office, and telling me that he had been experimenting with it, and communicating with a spirit who
claimed to be a worker who had accidentally fallen off the roof of the building during its construction or a
renovation. Maybe it was just a figment of my imagination? Barbara Smith, author of Ghost Stories of
Alberta, counted over a dozen spirits that are reputed to haunt the building. To this day, the McKay Avenue
School is a prime destination for a local ghost walk. Edmonton Public Schools Archives and Museum One of
the buildings I looked into never made it into my published article. Oh how the times have changed. Trendy
downtown condos now stand in its place. The employees had been reporting strange things. One day a fry
cook was almost injured when the open lid of the fryer he was using slammed down. On several occasions, the
combination safe in the office was found to have opened with no plausible explanation as to why. Everyone
was talking about a ghost. They were a bit freaked out by this, but also fascinated. After my first foray into
allegedly haunted buildings, I remember feeling rather disappointed. By that time, I had read several books on
ghosts and marvelled at the famous photographs of the Brown Lady or Tulip Staircase monks, was astonished
by the spontaneous appearances of the faces of Belmez, the Enfield poltergeist, and the many adventures had
by professional ghost hunter Peter Underwood in his books. I guess I had expected to hear reports of half-body
apparitions floating through the halls and disappearing through closed doors, of eerie messages being
scratched into walls, or at least get to hear some ghostly footsteps. Someone had told me around that time that
ghosts preferred wet and damp environments, which seemed to explain to me why rainy England was so
haunted and arid Alberta was not. Edmonton, I concluded at the time, barely had any ghosts, and the ghosts it
did seem to have - well, I very much questioned whether they were ghosts at all. The maintenance man falling
from the roof and then haunting the building sounded too fanciful to me, like an urban legend. And I thought
there were just too many possible natural explanations for why these reported things happened. In hindsight
after reading a great deal about ghostly phenomenon, my view has shifted. Now, when people tell me about a
haunted school or institution, I think of its spacious rooms and tall windows that seem perfect for ghosts. With
further investigation, no doubt natural causes could resolve some the mysteries that have been experienced in
these haunted buildings I visited. But reading updated remarks of those of have since visited McKay Avenue
School, I can definitely respect that there is something odd there - a sense of something unseen yet present.
The fast food restaurant may no longer stand my Dad suggested perhaps the new condos are haunted in its
absence , but McKay Avenue School sits waiting at the corner of 99th Avenue and th Street, waiting for open
yet sceptical minds to explore its space. They are available from Lone Pine Publishing.
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5: Real Ghost Stories from Canada - Page 1 - Your Ghost Stories
In "Campfire Stories of Western Canada," Barbara Smith, the author of twenty books of true ghost stories from across
Canada, presents a creepy collection of tales tailor-made for your family's next foray into the British Columbia or Alberta
wilderness.

Edmonton is a relatively young city in a young province. But we were wrong. From jilted ghost brides to
materializing ventriloquist dolls, Edmonton has it all. In , the Paranormal Explorers group visited the building
and said they witnessed powerless elevators moving on their own, heard footsteps on abandoned floors above
and strange noises through their walkie talkies. Objects are said to move around mysteriously and lights often
turn on and off on their own. Employee Ron Hlady claims to have used his Ouija board to communicate with a
spirit who claims to be a worker who fell of the roof during construction and died Edmonton General Hospital
shutterstock Despite being closed and unused for years, legend has it that the old B-wing of the hospital still
smells like sick people. As well, the cries of children can be heard coming from the old pediatrics floor. A
construction worker was killed while working in the basement of the hospital and is often reportedly seen in
the spot where he died. To add to the list of paranormal sightings, a mother crying for her dead child wanders
the halls of the hospital, but disappears when approached. To this day, employees and guests report flickering
lights, sheets being tugged off beds in the middle of the night, and the sound of a body being dragged down
the stairway. The Fairmont Hotel Macdonald George Rose via Getty Images Guests staying on the eight floor
of this century-old hotel sometimes report the sound of galloping hooves in the hallways. The sound is
believed to be the ghost of a horse that dropped dead during the foundation pour for the hotel. Guests have
also reported visions of a man sitting in a wingback chair smoking a pipe. Night managers at the hotel have
also reportedly taken calls from a sixth floor room, only to find it empty when they go to find out who made
the call. The Firkins House - Fort Edmonton Park Fort Edmonton Park Although legends of hauntings at
Firkins House have been largely debunked or refuted by staff and historians, there have been plenty of reports
of a ventriloquist doll suddenly materializing in cupboards. On top of that, the ghost of a small boy wandering
around has also been sighted, and heavy items falling off shelves for no reason. There have been reports of
everything from phantom horse smells , to flickering lights and strange sounds. A ghost by the name of "Walt"
has been spotted roaming around, moving props, creating cool breezes, and helping people up the stairs. Starr
Hanson told the Edmonton Journal a guard and a prisoner warden roam the halls of this former RCMP
detachment, moving artifacts and turning electronics on during the night. Wafts of pipe tobacco and licorice
sometimes have also reported to come out of nowhere. More creepy stories for you to explore:
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Even More Ghost Stories of Alberta > Top Shelves Top shelves for Even More Ghost Stories of Alberta (showing of 16)
to-read. 29 people. owned-books. 1 person.

Banff Springs Hotel Ghost Stories! Please Email your stories or comments to mike taximike. Whatever they
may think, these ghosts are alive and well, on this web page! I receive a lot of pictures that are clearly just dust
on the lens. Some are even posted below. Please use your discretion when sending me photos. Guests and
employees alike have an abundance of spooky stories to tell. Does the ghost of a former bellman still haunt the
halls of the Banff Springs Hotel? Does a bride who died on her wedding day dance from beyond the grave?
Two Northwest ghost hunters revealed mysterious photographs captured during their investigation. Many
believe the hotel is haunted. Over the years, employees and guests have reported strange occurrences â€” from
tables moving on their own to sightings of Sam McAuley, a bellman who died in Sam loved the hotel so
much, fellow bellman David Moberg remembers Sam retiring several times, but always returning to work at
the hotel. Before his death in , he promised to haunt the hotel from beyond. Another possible visitor from the
afterworld is the dancing bride. In , on her wedding day, a bride reportedly died when she fell down a
staircase. A year later in the middle of the night, workers reported heard mysterious music and saw the eerie
image in the Rob Roy dining room of a bride dancing alone. Recently, two Northwest paranormal
investigators decided to find out if the hotel is indeed haunted. Authors of "The Haunted Reality" and other
books â€” Dave Oester and Sharon Gill â€” have captured on film what they believe to be ghostly entities.
Using special detection devices, they look for sudden changes in temperatures or electromagnetic fields that
Dave says can indicate the presence of ghostly entities. A strange ray of light showed up on two pictures. Dave
and Sharon believe it may be the face of Sam McAuley. They believe their photographs may be proof the
Banff Springs is home to a bride from beyond and to a bellman who remains there in his afterlife. Note from
Taxi Mike Mike, I worked 2 summers at the hotel in A veteran housekeeper told me she had seen a wandering
bride go in and out of vacant rooms on many occassions. A waiter told me he had seen chairs moving in the
dinning room by themselves. I recall one night walking through an employee tunnel and hearing steps behind
me but no one was there. Sent from my BlackBerry. I stayed at the hotel for a few days at the end of February,
We were in a room on the 3rd floor. One night I woke up to someone playing with my feet. My vision is not
the greatest without my contact lessons, so I did not see anyone. It sort of creeped me out. The next day
someone in the group told us about the bride that died at the hotel and I relayed my story. Has anyone reported
a ghost playing with their feet? No reports of foot fetish ghosts to my knowledge Hi Mike, Found your website
while trying to find some information on the history surrounding the weird little wing we stayed in the last two
nights at Banff Springs Hotel. You get off the regular elevator on the 9th floor and then have to go down a hall
and nestled up against an outside wall is this older, small little elevator which you have to use to get to the
10th, 11th and 12th floors. I tell you this so you know it is most unlikely that anybody was walking past the
room and trying the door repeatedly all night. Which is what happened, both of the nights we stayed on the
14th and 15th, all night long every few minutes there was the distinct sound of someone trying the door and
finding it locked. My husband was already asleep before the noise started the first night. The noise did not
happen at all during daylight hours and I forgot all about it until last night and it was actually my husband who
noticed it first around midnight, the same time it started the night before. He commented on it and then started
looking for something to put up against the door to stop it, assuming like me that it was a draft. This was
different, this was distinctly the sound of someone trying the handle of the door and finding it locked. Take
care, happy hunting! Second, as I continued reading this other story was posted about orbs on the 9th floor and
they included pictures. The furniture is completely different I think they stayed there in so it was probably
changed around at some point but it is definitely the same room as the picture on the wall is still the same and
so is the carpet. Perhaps you can contact whoever sent you that story and ask them if they noticed the door
being tried all night during their stay as well! Another interesting snippet from your website, these pictures
with the orbs and the kids. They are taken on the send level of Stephen Hall and that painting is actually quite
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unique. I agree with you given they are in exactly the same spot in both pictures it is highly likely something
on the lens, however, who knows maybe it is Mr Van Horne continuing his cheeky streak from the after life
lol. Amanda mike taximike. Hi Mike, I found your website when trying to research if anyone else has had an
encounter like mine. I stayed at the Fairmont Banff last week for a work conference and did not do any
research on the resort before my arrival. I had no idea that it is supposed to be haunted. I stayed in room and in
the middle of my first night while in bed I became paralyzed by something taking over me. I was physically
unable to move in my bed and was shown an image of a female in a white dress with candles on the ground
around her standing in front of a mirror that she was touching. The mirror is what stood out the most to me
because even though she was standing in front of it I could not see her face and it was disturbing. I finally felt
a release and was able to move again and the vision was gone. Now having done some research I am unsure if
it was the bride that passed or someone in room but my experience will stay with me. In fact, one of my first
memories of the hotel was us being passed by a bellman in haste. The bellman I had seen was wearing a green
jacket with gold embellishments. He was holding brown luggage when he literally raced right past us. When
the concierge got back on the line she relayed his response to me. I would love to know if anyone had any old
pictures of him in his work attire, that way I could find out if I really did see Sam! I went to Banff Springs this
year, in June, with my mom, dad and my younger brother. I was there for three nights and the first night I feel
asleep right away no problems. In the middle of the night I woke up and saw a man in all white, with white
hair assumably the bellman Sam standing by my bed staring at me. I thought I was seeing something so I
rubbed my eyes and looked up again. He was still looking at me but as soon as we made eye contact he
sprinted out of the room. But out of the room towards the side with the window, instead of going through the
door. I thought nothing of it because I thought I was just seeing things so I tried to fall back asleep with little
luck. In the morning, at breakfast, I told my mom about what I had seen and she laughed and told me that the
hotel is known for being haunted and that I should look it up. But I refused to look it up until I was home, I
saw no other signs of the ghost for the rest of my trip. I just thought I would share my story and get your
thoughts. Maddi mike taximike. Hi, I just stumbled upon your site and wanted to share something that
happened to me. After the official tour from their coordinator we decided to loop back and explore a little on
our own. Sure that I was going to fall I went to grab onto the closest thing to me and yelped but before I had a
chance to make contact with anything I felt a pair of arms behind me grab my waist and pull me back onto
balance. I definitely was pitched too far forward by that point to correct myself, and the force seemed to just
set me back up straight without any over correction. HI Mike, Found your website. Especially interested in the
ghost section, as you can tell I am a big ghost fan. I think I really enjoy the spookiness. You know what I
mean. Anyways, I thought I would share with you my ghost story from the Banff Centre where I was
attending a learning session to increase the level of my education and technical capabilities. We were working
diligently in the main building on the third floor and there was an odd fog rolling in over the mountains. It
looked similar to a cloud but more foggy, I immediately wondered what it smelt like. Not sure if you have
ever been to the Banff Center but the view is phenomenal, I would highly recommend it to people who enjoy
great views. Suddenly without warning, the door swung open and there was a chill that filled the air. I also
rarely leave Canada so I am well acclimatized. This was easily one the more peculiar moments in my life, as I
was interested and called out to the ghost but others were frightened. We had a few Asians in the room with
us, I am not sure if you have ever met one before but they are easily startled. Anyways, not sure if this will be
the scariest of ghost stories for your site but I am one thousand percent sure we had an experience with an
entity. It would be fitting because that is a Mexican restaurant and my story involves Mexico, however I am
not Mexican. I have attached a picture of the door, its glass so you can see the view I referred to earlier. Let
me know if you would like a picture of me standing next to the door, I could send it to you. Jamal mike
taximike. They just connected it to room
7: Ghost Stories of the Banff Springs Hotel!
Barbara Smith's Ghost Stories of Alberta which includes an account of McKay Avenue School (), More Ghost Stories of
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Alberta () and Even More Ghost Stories of Alberta () all delve into the tales that come out of the province, proving my
initial impression of Alberta being not all that haunted quite wrong.

8: Haunted Edmonton: 9 Spooky Places That Will Scare Your Socks Off | HuffPost Canada
A follow-up to Barbara's other popular books of Alberta's ghost stories, this volume features more tantalizing tales of
paranormal events, from splashing specters at a city swimming pool to.

9: ghost stories of alberta | Download eBook pdf, epub, tuebl, mobi
Barbara Smith, the author of "Alberta Ghost Stories," "More Alberta Ghost Stories" and "Even More Alberta Ghost
Stories," told Avenue Magazine she's never been able to link the ghost stories with.
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